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Meetings are generally held on the second Wednesday of every month, commencing at 7.45 pm, in
Blue 1.14 (Business Faculty Building) on the Casuarina Campus of Charles Darwin University.
Memberships are on a financial-year basis and are: Families/Institutional - $30; Singles - $25;
Concessions - $15. Discounts are available for new members – please contact us.

Mining interests often compete with environmental and cultural considerations in beautiful, isolated places like
Butterfly Springs in the proposed Limmen National Park (evening light photograph by Don Franklin). Stuart
Blanch discussed such conflicts during the June talk and excursion (reports start on pages 4 and 7).
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Club activities (also see page 6)
July meeting. Wednesday 13 July, 7.45 pm. Blue 1.14 (Business Bldg.), CDU.

Dr Stephen Cutter
"Illnesses and injuries in wildlife of the Darwin region"
The greater Darwin area abounds in a diverse array of wildlife, but with increasing urbanisation wildlife and
people come into conflict. Habitat loss, cars, pets and people all contribute to
wildlife illness and injuries, but increasing human-wildlife contact also gives
people more opportunities to find and help injured or orphaned wildlife.
The Ark Animal Hospital provides
medical and surgical services to
wildlife of the Darwin region. This talk
will provide an overview of some of
the more common and interesting
wildlife illnesses and diseases, as well as showing some examples of more
rarely seen wildlife of the region.
Dr Stephen Cutter is principal veterinarian of the Ark Animal Hospital as
well as contract veterinarian to the Territory Wildlife park.
Before the main talk - Dane Trembath will brief us on the exciting project that members can become involved in
during August – “Population monitoring of Pig-nosed Turtles at Oolloo Crossing, Daly River” (see also page 6).
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

July field trip. Sunday 17 July, 8.40 am (sharp). Nina’s Ark Wildlife Sanctuary (near Batchelor).
Nina’s Ark is a refuge and rehabilitation centre for orphaned or injured native animals. It is set in natural
bushland bordering Litchfield National Park. Rehabilitated animals are released into the wild, so this is not a zoo.
Wallabies are numerous, but there may also be possums, bandicoots or other mammals. Some birds that have
been cared for through the prison wildlife care program are sent here for release.
Nina has a wealth of knowledge that she will share with us while showing us round the facilities. She has offered
to delay feeding released and free-ranging wallabies from 8 to 9am, so we need to arrive on time. More about
Nina’s centre can be found on her website http://www.ninasarksanctuary.com/page/page/1379045.htm.
Directions to Nina’s: drive through Batchelor towards Litchfield NP. Turn left onto Litchfield Park Road and drive
10 km; the unsealed access road to Nina’s is on the right. There is no signage, but at this point on Litchfield Park
Road you should be able to see the top of a sign advising 80 kph in Litchfield NP, just beyond which is the
entrance to the Park. If you reach the Park entrance you have gone too far.
Meet at the turn off to Nina’s at 8.40 am promptly to be conducted to the facility. High clearance vehicles are
recommended for the rather rough 8 km access track. A parking area for cars is hidden from the main road and
car-pooling into suitable vehicles should be possible. Please contact Tissa (tissa@imprintdesign.com.au or phone
8921 8226) for further information and to express an interest in attending. Tissa can also provide a Google Maps
link to the turn off.
Optional further activities - After visiting Nina’s, people may wish to continue on to Litchfield NP or to explore
Batchelor. For those interested in butterflies, we have made special arrangements with the Batchelor Butterfly
Farm to waive the usual $10 fee for looking around the property. There is a lovely shaded cafe area serving cool
drinks, coffee, snacks and meals. Graham Brown has offered to give a talk on butterflies. We have been advised
that butterfly numbers are low on the property this year, as a result of the extended wet season and subsequent
cool weather. We anticipate being at the Butterfly Farm after approximately 11.30 am.

Top End Native Plant Society activities
General meetings are held on the 3rd Thursday of the month at the Marrara Christian College, corner Amy
Johnson Ave. and McMillans Road, and commence at 7.30 pm (speaker at 8 pm). For meeting details visit
http://www.topendnativeplants.org.au/index.php or contact Russell Dempster on 8983 2131.
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Club notices
Welcome to new members: Asha McLaren, Douglas Capp, Bronwyn Cruse, Roger & Annie Kelly
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Membership renewal
Annual membership fees are due at the end of June.
If you receive your newsletter by post your membership expiry date appears on the address page of the
newsletter, below the rectangle containing your name and address. A membership form is on the same page.
If you receive your newsletter by email and your membership has just expired, you will find a membership form
is also attached to the email. The form can be completed and emailed if you are paying by EFT, or printed out and
posted to the Club with your payment.
EFT payment details (sorry, not credit card) from Fiona Douglas (fiona.douglas@octa4.net.au).
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Thank you: The June issue was proof-read by Fiona Douglas and collated and mailed by Tissa Ratnayeke. It
was printed by Kerry at the electorate office of Delia Lawrie MLA.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Club AGM: This will be held before the Club meeting on Wednesday 14 September. There are vacancies on the
committee for people keen to influence the activities of the Club. Committee members tend to learn a great deal
about Top End natural history and people active in this field, so do consider nominating for a position.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Newsletter contributions welcome: Sightings, reports, travelogues, reviews, photographs, sketches, news,
comments, opinions, theories ..... , anything relevant to natural history. Please forward material to Don at
eucalypt@octa4.net.au or the Club's postal address, or contact him on 8948 1293.
Deadline for the August newsletter: Friday July 22.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Club website: http://sites.google.com/site/ntfieldnaturalists/downloads. View and download membership
forms, find out about up-coming meetings of interest, follow links to selected websites such as that of the Top
End Native Plant Society, and discover many other interesting items related to the Club and its activities.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Club library: The Club's journal and book collection is available to members. Lists of holdings can be found on
our web-site: http://sites.google.com/site/ntfieldnaturalists/library. The library is housed in two sections:
Books, reports and CDs: at the medical clinic of Dr. Lyn Reid in the Rapid Creek Business Village. This can be
accessed directly between 9 AM and 2:30 PM Tuesday to Thursday, and 4–6 PM on Tuesday, or indirectly by
phoning Lyn at work on 8985 3250.
Journals: in the office of Don Franklin at CDU Casuarina (Red 1.2.34). These can be accessed directly during
working hours, or by ringing Don on 8946 6976 (w) or 8948 1293 (h).
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Northern Territory Naturalist: The Editorial Committee of the Club’s journal, the
Northern Territory Naturalist, is now calling for manuscripts for issue no. 23. The
journal publishes works concerning any aspect of the natural history and ecology of
the Northern Territory or adjacent northern Australia. and may include Research
Papers (Articles or Short Notes), Reviews, Species Profiles and Book Reviews.
The Northern Territory Naturalist is a registered, peer-reviewed journal (ISSN 01554093) and is recognised as a Category C publication by the Australian Research Council
(http://www.arc.gov.au/era/era_journal_list.htm).
Author instructions may be downloaded from our web-site:
http://sites.google.com/site/ntfieldnaturalists/journal.
If possible, manuscripts should be submitted in digital form by email to
michael.braby@nt.gov.au. Editors of the journal are Dr Michael Braby, Dr Lynda Prior
and Dr Chris Tracy.
The journal page of the web-site also has an order form for back issues of the Northern Territory Naturalist, which
are available individually or as a set (some are out of print and available as photocopies only).
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Proposed Limmen National Park:
Conservation and impact of mining development
Report on the talk by Stuart Blanch at the June meeting
Lyn Reid
Land comprising the proposed Limmen National Park has been held by the Northern Territory Government for
some 20 years. It lies 200 kilometres east of Katherine and the northern boundary stretches along the Roper
River to its mouth. The park is rather oddly shaped due to being ‘reclaimed’ pastoral properties, largely St Vigeon
station. It reaches the coast at Towns River, a popular fishing area, but otherwise is bordered by Aboriginal
coastal land. To the south the park almost abuts the Carpentaria Highway. There is a possibility that the park
may be extended by including part of Broadmere station north of the Mcarthur River.
The proposed park extends from the
humid to the arid zone, from rainforest
to spinifex country, and is the eastern
extension of the Tropical Savanna. It is
little studied and poorly known; eight
threatened species are found in the
park. National and World Heritage
cultural and biological areas are possibly
included and ‘lost city’ sandstone
formations and fishing are popular
attractions. Roads are poor and access
to many areas is very difficult.
The park is partially enclosed in a larger
Limmen NP - southern 'Lost City'. Photo: Don Franklin.
area of conservation significance (see
map) of 20,000 square kilometres. The Limmen Bight-Port Roper wetlands are of international migratory bird
significance but have not yet been declared a Ramsar site. In recent years sea grass fields have been recovering
from cyclone damage and several species of turtle are known to breed on the coast.
In the 1980s BHP explored the region and recorded the presence of iron ore. The current Chinese demand for ore
has now made mining in this area an economic proposition. Two companies, Sherwin Iron and Western Desert
Resources have
proved tenements,
not all within the
proposed Park or
significant
conservation area.
With assistance
from the NLC,
partnerships with
Traditional Owners
have been created.
The proposal is
that open cut pits
will be used in
each suitable area
which, when
exhausted, will be
rehabilitated and
another opened.
The life of the
mines is expected
Proposed iron ore mines and infrastructure in Roper River region.
to be 50 to 100
Image provided by Stuart Blanch, Environment Centre NT.
years. In addition
to the pits, access infrastructure – many kilometres of road – is potentially very destructive to the environment as
it will allow more visitors and the likely spread of weeds and feral animals. The damage caused by the mines
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themselves and their access, luckily sited in the least important part of the park and conservation area, pales in
comparison to the likely damage that would be caused by transport of ore to boats bound for China.
The NT Government had favoured a railway line from the mines to the coast and along a jetty (15 kilometres) to
Maria Island; a dredged approach to
Maria Island for ore ships was proposed.
This plan, along with another that
created a road to the coast with options
for three possible jetties, has been
replaced by the suggestion for buried
slurry and return lines to Maria Island,
whence ore would be barged to the
ships, thus avoiding dredging. The slurry
line would not have access roads and
would possibly revegetate in ten years.
The slurry line is disliked by Traditional
Owners of the Mara land which it must
cross. Maria Island is important to local
people, though very few live in or visit
the area. It may be that Traditional
Owners living in Katherine, Mataranka
Limmen NP – Butterfly Springs waterplants. Photo: Don Franklin.
and other surrounding places will be able
to prevent use of their land for this purpose. It is, however, possible that there may be legal avenues to overturn
their objections, but these have not been tested.
Sherwin Iron and Western Desert Resources are developing the mining, each running their own mines but sharing
export infrastructure. Neither has ‘runs on the board’
regarding rehabilitation and the Environment Centre has
found negotiations with them difficult. To prevent the
jetties and dredging, the Environment Centre ‘went
public’ and succeeded in getting the alternative proposal
put forward. The Environment Centre, given that mining
will happen, would prefer that the ore be shipped out to
the west of the mines.
Some Traditional Owners, who are sympathetic to the
mines in areas outside the proposed Park, have arranged
offsets in the nature of jobs and training for Aboriginal
people. Though no final decision has been made, the
Government appears prepared to allow mining in the
Park, a first for a Territory National Park. Mining is
planned to start next year.
Unfortunately as a result of the park’s isolation from the
major NT population centres and the difficulty of access,
very few Territorians are aware of the park, let alone its
significance.
Thank you Stuart for a comprehensive rundown on the
mining proposals.

Limmen NP – Butterfly Springs landscape.
Photo: Don Franklin.

Genetics of Green Turtle populations from Recent Literature, page 11.
Green Turtles (Chelonia mydas) aggregate at breeding sites, but also at feeding grounds – coastal seagrass
habitats – across northern Australia and elsewhere. At what level do populations intermingle? Dethmers et al.
(2010) found that populations are discrete at the level of breeding sites and that some feeding grounds support
more than one breeding-site population. Distance between the breeding site and feeding grounds was a good
predictor of the presence of Green Turtles at feeding grounds, but not a good predictor of their relative
abundance at that feeding ground.
Nature Territory, July 2011
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More events and activities
Club members invited to join research into Pig-nosed Turtle populations
Dane Trembath, from the Museum and Art Gallery of the NT, is funded by a grant to NT Field Nats from the
Commonwealth Government’s program
‘Caring For Our Country: community
action grants ‘ to determine the size and
status of populations of Pig-nosed
Turtles at Oolloo Crossing on the Daly
River.
Fieldwork will take place between 1 & 21
August 2011. Spaces will be limited, and
people are not required to remain for
the whole period.
Dane is asking for expressions of interest
from people thinking about joining in.
He can be contacted by email at: Dane.Trembath@nt.gov.au or by phone during working hours on: 8999 8248.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Australian Naturalists’ Network Get-Together 2012 – Canberra.
The network is a loose alliance of Field Naturalist Clubs all around Australia.
In 2008 our Club hosted the biennial get-together out at Mary River Park and
met many of the very enthusiastic people who are core supporters of field
naturalist clubs around Australia. Some people are very knowledgeable and,
if those who attended the NT get-together are anything to go by, very happy
to share their knowledge with the less experienced, who are very welcome.
The next get-together will be held from 13 to 21 October 2012 and will be
hosted by the Canberra Field Naturalists Inc. The full schedule for the week
is not available yet, but the program will include excursions to near and notso-near parks and nature reserves. This event will be a chance to experience the completely different flora and
fauna found in this temperate climate, in the company of like-minded people and guided by local experts.
Details of accommodation options and an expression of interest form are available from Fiona Douglas (email
address: fiona.douglas@octa4.net.au or phone: 8985 4179).

Black Falcon bombed by
White-breasted Woodswallows
While out walking (with his camera
of course) one evening recently,
Tissa Ratnayeke noticed five or six
high flying raptors that he initially
identified as a mix of Black and
Whistling Kites, a not too unusual
sight. However, one was a little
different - a Black Falcon. This one
had been singled out for persistent
dive bombing by three Whitebreasted Woodswallows. The
falcon didn't seem to be too
worried about taking evasive action
and eventually drifted away from its
tormentors.
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Chinese insects
Photographs by Nick Hogarth
Thanks to Graham Brown for advice on identifications.
Left: a ladybird beetle,
family Coccinellidae.

Right: butterfly, possibly
a fritillary, family
Nymphalidae.

Below right: a
swallowtail butterfly,
family Papilionidae.
Below: ants of the
subfamily Formicinae on
bamboo.

Right: member of the owl moth subfamily
Catocalinae (family Noctuidae).

Below: member of the hawk moth family Sphingidae.
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Visit to Blaydin Point: the site for INPEX’s LNG plant
Report on the June excursion led by Stuart Blanch

Tissa Ratnayeke

On a cold morning we met on the Channel Island Road at the turn off to Blaydin Point, the location for the future
INPEX gas plant. We were going out to explore this area prior to the Federal Government’s anticipated approval
for the development in about four weeks time, after which it is
expected access will be restricted when construction commences. As
there was some concern about the condition of the unsealed road,
those who arrived in cars hitched a ride in one of the 4WDs, and with
Stuart in the lead vehicle we commenced the eight kilometre journey
to the tip of Blaydin Point.
Much of the terrain was typical savanna woodland until, about five
kilometres into the journey, extensive stands of mangroves appeared
on the western side of the track. We soon stopped and alighted from
the vehicles; Stuart led us along a track and we noticed the woodland
began to blend into, and then be taken over by, coastal monsoon vine
forest. Several large specimens of Milkwood (Alstonia actinophylla)
were the highlight in this section of the forest. Many 4 o’clock moths
were flying around this shaded area, with one taking a liking to new
member Bronwyn and briefly settling on her hand. The new members
in the group were surprised to learn these large, colourful, day-flying
insects were not butterflies but moths. A Brown (Grey) Whistler and
Leaden Flycatcher flitted around while numerous Rainbow Bee-eaters
swooped and snapped loudly at their insect prey.
Only a few birds were calling, though one distant Black Butcherbird
Large Milkwood. Photo: Tissa Ratnayeke.
announced itself and a flash of olive/yellow flying through the tree
tops was most likely a Yellow Oriole. After a short exploration of this
section of the monsoon forest we began trekking back to the parked vehicles. We spotted a few butterflies,
mainly Common Crows, a few Dingy Bush Browns and one possible Albatross. One other insect of interest was a
single adult Gumleaf Grasshopper
– these unusual looking
grasshoppers have a slightly
flattened appearance and a brown
skin pattern resembling their food
source, dry gum leaves.
We drove a few more kilometres to
the Point where the mangroves
opened quite abruptly, revealing a
small, scenic section of sandy
beach and a rocky outcrop
overlooking the sea, beyond which
we could see the East Arm Port
and, the same distance further
back, the city of Darwin.
Stuart advised us this beautiful
spot was near where the proposed
loading jetty for the future gas
Seasonal wetland with Melaleucas and native grass. Photo: Tissa Ratnayeke.
plant would be built. Land clearing
for the project will destroy approximately 350 hectares of habitat: 66 ha of monsoon vine forest, 161 hectares of
eucalyptus woodland, 41 hectares of melaleuca vegetation, and 83 hectares of mangroves*. Stuart had concerns
this project would be given approval with very little requirement for conditions to offset greenhouse gasses and
habitat loss. While Stuart spoke, Tree Martins aerobatically swooped and turned above us as they chased insects
and a lone Brahminy Kite quietly glided by.
Nature Territory, July 2011
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We finished the morning by walking a short distance east of the jetty location and discovering an attractive strip
of open Melaleuca forest and waist-high native grasses
sandwiched between savanna woodland and the mangroves.
This was obviously perfect habitat for the many Chocolate Argus
butterflies we sighted as well as lesser numbers of Meadow
Argus, plus Dingy and Cedar Bush Browns.
Thank you to Stuart for taking us to visit Blaydin Point and for
sharing with us his role in trying to negotiate balanced
development with minimum disturbance to the environment
while trying to including offsets for what cannot be saved. Mixed
habitats are important for many species and it will be sad to see
this area cleared for development.
Chocolate Argus on section of Pandanus fruit.
Photo: Tissa Ratnayeke.

*Source: Joint Conservation Organisations’ submission to DRAFT EIS for INPEX’s
proposed Ichthys Gas Field Development Project, September 2010.

Interested in fish or fisheries?
Club member Mark Grubert has notified us of a research seminar to be held on Monday 18 July from 7-9 pm, at
the Theatrette in the Museum and Art Gallery of the NT at Bullocky Point. Everyone is welcome.
Time Speaker
Organisation
Topic
7:00 Ian Curnow
Fisheries Division, NT Dept Resources
Welcoming address
7:05 Prof. Carl Walters
University of British Columbia, Canada
Global fisheries trends
7:30 Bill Sawynok
Infofish Services, Rockhampton, QLD
King Ash Bay barramundi monitoring
program
7:45 Thor Saunders
Fisheries Division, NT Dept Resources
Barramundi
8:00 Mark Grubert
Fisheries Division, NT Dept Resources
Mud crabs
8:15 Julie Martin
Fisheries Division, NT Dept Resources
Offshore snappers
8:30 Chris Errity
Fisheries Division, NT Dept Resources
Inshore snappers
8:45 Grant Johnson
Fisheries Division, NT Dept Resources
Sharks
Ant correction (printed newsletter only)
The photo on top right of page 8 in the June newsletter is indeed of a Savanna Spiny Ant, but the scientific name
should be Polyrhachis senilis. This was an error by the editor – apologies to Alan Andersen.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

Apologies to Micha Jackson (and others) for poor photograph reproduction in the March issue
The excellent photographs of hummingbirds illustrating the contribution by Peter Kyne and Micha were badly
affected; the images provided to us were very sharp. Stand-in editor Fiona Douglas accepts full responsibility.
Crocodiles and humans from Recent Literature, page 11
Territorians need only worry about Saltwater Crocodiles (Crocodylus
porosus) when swimming, yes? Freshwater Crocodiles (C. johnstoni) will
only attached when provoked, yes? Perhaps not. Hines & Skroblin
(2010) document 12 cases of attacks on humans by Freshwater
Crocodiles (5 in the NT, 7 in the Kimberley), at least some of which were
definitely not provoked. No attack was fatal; most resulted in puncture
wounds to the arms and some also to the neck, back and/or legs. The
authors emphasize the need for more consistent recording of attacks so
Freshwater Crocodile at water’s edge.
that risk factors can be identified.
Photo: Ruchira Somaweera.
NRETAS has released approved on-going management plans for both the
Saltwater Crocodile (Crocodylus porosus) – Leach et al. (2009) and the Freshwater Crocodile (C. johnstoni) –
Delaney et al. (2010). Both are available on-line for free download (see page 10). The former includes details of
the controversially much-expanded Darwin-area “management” zone, but also much more than that.
Nature Territory, July 2011
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Interesting bird sightings
21 May to 24 June 2011
Compiled by Ian Hance
Sightings are as reported (unvetted, unconfirmed) and have been mostly compiled from the e-mail digest of the
NT birder website (http://groups.yahoo.com/group/ntbirds) moderated by Niven McCrie.
Species

Date Location

Observer/s

Nos./comments

Waterbirds & Seabirds

Black Bittern
Lesser Frigatebird
Blue-billed Duck
Nankeen Night Heron
~

29/05
3/06
1/06
6/06
13/5

Mary River Pits
Bare Sand Island
Alice Springs Sewage Ponds
Shady Camp
Harbour from waterfront

Mike Jarvis
1; other obs.
John Rawsthorne
c.500
Rob Burgoyne
1
Ian Hance
50+ & other sightings
Al Stewart
2 flocks of 9 & 8 birds flying SW

24/05
24-25/5
6/6
15/06
9/06

Arnhem Highway
Shady Camp
~
South Alligator flood plain
The Jetty restaurant car park

Marc Gardner 3 roadkill & other sightings; other obs.
John Rawsthorne
50+
Ian Hance
50+
Marc Gardner
60+
Fiona Douglas
1

Waders

Australian Pratincole
~
~
~
Beach Stone-curlew
Birds of prey

Red Goshawk
Rufous Owl
~
Wedge-tailed Eagle
~
~
Black-breasted Buzzard
~
~
Square-tailed Kite
Collared Sparrowhawk
~
Little Eagle

6/05
24/05
c.1/6
26/05
28/05
12/06
28/05
11/06
15/06
29/05
29/05
30/05
21/06

Florence Falls
Penny & Martin Potter, Alison Foley
1
Botanic Gardens
Darryel Binns 1 male & other sightings; other obs.
Cornish Rd., Humpty Doo
friend per D.Binns
1
Coolalinga
Darryel Binns
1
Virginia
Stephen Garnett
1
Blaydin Point
Bryan Baker & Field Nats.
2
cnr. McMillans Rd. & Stuart H'way
Gavin & Meg O'Brien
1
cnr. Vanderlin Dr .& Stuart H'way
Bryan Baker
1
Soutth Alligator flood plain
Marc Gardner
1
Bird Billabong
Mike Jarvis
1
Nightcliff mangroves
Stephen Garnett
1
entrance Bird Billabong Rd. Marc Gardner
1
Winnellie
Fiona Douglas
1

24/05
25/05
1/06
4/06
13/06

Jingili
Al Stewart
Darwin Airport
Richard Noske
Stuart H'way 50 km N of Alice Springs
Chris Watson
Mirrai Lookout, Kakadu
Brian Coppin
Sandy Creek bridge
John Rawsthorne & Jon Clarke

Other non-passerines

Brown Quail
Flock Bronzewing
~
Uniform Swiftlet
Little Kingfisher

1
1 sub adult
c.150
2
2

Passerines

Gouldian Finch
30/05
Pictorella Mannikin
2/06
Arafura Fantail
19/06
~
22/06
Mangrove Golden Whistler19/06

track to Bird Billabong
Tablelands Highway
Mary River Bridge
East Point
Mary River Bridge

Marc Gardner
flock & 15/6 other sightings
Holga Woyt per Chris Watson
1
Clive Garland
1
Chris Parker
3
Clive Garland
2

Asian House Gecko: an invasive species? from Recent Literature, page11
The Asian House Gecko (Hemidactylus frenatus) was first recorded in Australia at the Port Essington settlement
on Cobourg Peninsula between 1838 and 1845 (Hoskin, 2011). The next record is from Darwin before 1939 (exact
date uncertain). In both cases, the species did not establish. The first record of an established population in
Australia was in Darwin in the 1960s. “By the 1970s, it was well established in the north of the Northern Territory
and had spread south along the Stuart Highway to a number of sites”. During that time the species has also
become established in a few sites in Queensland; it is now established across most of northern Australia and on
the east coast south to northern New South Wales, and Hoskin argues that the expansion is likely to continue.
Should we be concerned? Hoskin thinks so. Although predominantly associated with buildings and settlements,
the Asian House Gecko has been recorded occupying bushland in Australia on a number of occasions (see also
Nature Territory Aug. 2010, p9). Where introduced overseas, the Asian House Gecko has proven to be a vigorous
competitor with native geckos, and carries novel introduced parasites that may affect other species. Hoskin
argues that in Australia we have neglected the potential impact of this species.
Nature Territory, July 2011
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Recent literature about Top End natural history
Back listings and summaries may be viewed at http://www.cdu.edu.au/ser/profiles/ecologyintopend.htm.
REPTILES & AMPHIBIANS
Compiled by Don Franklin
Not so technical
Anon. 2010. Researchers flush out frogs’ secret disposal system. Origins July 2010: 10-11. [tree-frog, Cane Toad]
Shine R. 2009. Controlling Cane Toads ecologically. Australasian Science 30(6): 20-23.

Cane Toads & their impacts
Brown GP, Phillips BL, Shine R. 2011. The ecological impact of invasive cane toads on tropical snakes: Field data do not
support laboratory-based predictions. Ecology 92: 422-431.
Cabrera-Guzman E, Crossland M, Shine R. 2011. Can we use the tadpoles of Australian frogs to reduce recruitment of invasive
cane toads? Journal of Applied Ecology 48: 462-470.
Crossland MR, Shine R. 2011. Cues for cannibalism: cane toad tadpoles use chemical signals to locate and consume
conspecific eggs. Oikos 120: 327-332.
Estoup A, Baird SJE, Ray N, Currat M, Cornuet J-M, Santos F, Beaumont MA, Excoffier L. 2010. Combining genetic, historical
and geographical data to reconstruct the dynamics of bioinvasions: application to the cane toad Bufo marinus.
Molecular Ecology Resources 10: 886-901.
Greenlees MJ, Phillips BL, Shine R. 2010. Adjusting to a toxic invader: native Australian frogs learn not to prey on cane toads.
Behavoural Ecology 21: 966-971.
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